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Creating recordkeeping metadata



Semantic Web 2.0 (FinnONTO 2.0)
A two year project 2008–2009 of Semantic Computing 
Research Group at the Helsinki University of Technology

Largely about ontologies in libraries and museums
Very big project: 39 public organizations and private companies 
involved

Also small subprojects focused on recordkeeping at our 
department in Tampere
Recordkeeping subproject funded by 

Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation (Tekes) 
Government ICT Management Unit (ValtIT) 
National Archives Service (Arkistolaitos)



Recordkeeping sub-project in Tampere
Recordkeeping is a new area in FinnONTO

For libraries and museums the work began in a previous project 2003

Goals: 1) to understand better recordkeeping metadata and 2) to 
examine ways to make using ERMS easier
Special interest in usage / automation of user interaction with
functional classification in organizations

Because classification plays such a role in life-cycle management, 
management of access rights, information retrieval, etc.

Three parts:
1. Content of recordkeeping metadata (finished)
2. Possibilities for contextual reasoning in creating metadata (almost

finished)
3. Ontologies and common business classification scheme of Finnish

municipalities (still going on)



I Content of recordkeeping metadata
We analyzed what metadata is actually created in 
recordkeeping (versus what elements are defined in the 
metadata scheme) and what patterns the metadata 
exhibits
Based on 7252 records (with metadata) of a Finnish 
government agency 

All records captured in the agency ERMS during the time period of 
September 30, 2005, to December 31, 2007 (except for two classes 
with sensitive or classified information)
Metadata compliant with national SÄHKE specification
Metadata records events where users create or modify records: 
makes tracking non-passive usage possible in our study



I Content of metadata: findings
184 000 main element values (690 000 values in sub 
elements)

The great majority of metadata is about event history (64 % of 
subelements)
§ Descriptive (12 %), Use (10 %) and Identity metadata (9 %)

Very little information describing directly document content (only 
one tag, “Title”)

More than half of the metadata elements defined in the 
SÄHKE specification were totally unused

Optional elements were avoided

Patterns in metadata suggest that user participation in 
metadata creation may be minimal

Do not add metadata (if they have a choice), accept default values 
as such, use drop-down lists



II Contextual reasoning in creating 
metadata
What is the relationship between functional classification –
records – users – organizational units – unit functions ?
How employees used the ERMS in the light of events 
recorded in the metadata?

How record creation and use is related to organizational units and 
their functions in the light of the metadata in records

Is it possible to “predict” in what functional classes 
records are created and used if know the unit where the 
employee works? 

This might make (semi)automatic functional classification possible



Organizational units and functional 
classification scheme

The agency has a functional organizational structure
Units generally participated in a wide range of processes.

There was no one-to-one relationship between a unit 
and a main class. 
On average each organizational unit had events in 
more than half of the eight main classes 

Despite the wide spread of main classes used, three 
most used functional main classes covered about 95 
% of the events of a unit



Users and functional classification
Users use 2–10 % of the 
whole classification
Managers use more
classes than employees
For employees three most
used classes cover 95 % of 
events on average and 66 
% at minimum

For managers: 77 % 
on average (50 % at 
minimum)



Predictability of usage
We compared events recorded in metadata with information about how
functions are divided to different units (the latter information was collected
from policy documents and by a survey)
Usage is quite predictable: about nine times out of ten the function was one 
of those at the unit’s responsibility

Red color shows the percentage of events in which functional classes
were not recognized as belonging to the unit (relatively few events in 
absolute numbers, but a large percentage in some cases)
Two organizational structures during the time period



III Common classification scheme of 
Finnish municipalities 

New functional classification scheme for Finnish municipalities 
(2009)

Replaces hopefully local classification schemes 
Every municipality has same functions, but the schemes have been 
different (until now)

Can we make a transfer to or the usage of the new scheme 
easier with the help of ontologies?
This project phase is still going on—no final results yet, but it 
seems that…

It is not possible to ”ontologize” the schemes as such
It is perhaps better to create an ontology / functional tesaurus which 
describes the functional classification scheme and helps users in finding 
the right class



Conclusions
Long-term preservation systems must be built to handle a large 
amount of event history metadata
Element optionality strongly guides the element usage

Could ask are ERMS specifications unnecessarily complex? 

Probably not much ”human-made” metadata: a better understanding 
of record creation could lead to new ways to automate / facilitate 
user interaction with ERMS
Users typically need only a small part of the functional classification —
the higher the rank the less this is true. It its possible to reduce user 
alternatives to few likely choices, for instance, if

An ERMS remembers user’s past actions
User / unit profiles describe the functions of the user /unit
Context-based reasoning combined with content-based automatic classification 
might produce good results



Restrictions
Only one case – can the results be generalized?
The agency examined had a functional organizational structure

How about results in a matrix organization (for instance)?

No internal communication in the records: only interaction with the 
outside world is recorded

If free-flowing internal email discussions had been captured, the results 
might look different

Administrative / cultural traditions may have some effect
SÄHKE is only one specification of the many. Would a study about 
MoReq-metadata give similar results?

• For the detailed results of the first part, see Kettunen, Kimmo & Henttonen, Pekka “Missing in 
action? Content of records management metadata in real life” (Library & Information Science 
Research, forthcoming)


